
Evaluating design ideas

User trip

One of the simplest ways to evaluate a product

is to take a user trip. This involves using the

product and asking a few basic questions.

• Is it easy or convenient to use?

• Does it do what it is supposed to do?

• Do I like it?

• Would I want to own it or continue to use it?

The manager of an ice-cream parlour in a multi-

screen cinema was very keen to introduce some

new flavours as a way of boosting trade. He

arranged for some free sample-tasting sessions

before the start of the main evening

performances. The thoughts of some customers

who took the user trip are shown opposite.

Winners and losers

The outcomes of design and technology will

provide benefits for some and disadvantages for

others. Designing and making a product will affect lots of people directly and indirectly.

Ice lolly pieces
in the  ice-
cream’s a
good idea

Peppermint
ice-cream –

hot and cold at
the same time

I like the pale
blue colour

A large estate has a small
shopping centre in its main
street – a small supermarket,
post office, chemists,
newsagents; and a fish and chip
shop. All these businesses are
quite successful. Now a Chinese
takeaway food shop has opened
just 100 metres from the fish
and chip shop. The fish and
chip shop opens at lunchtimes
and tea-times twice a week; the
Chinese takeaway will open
lunchtimes and evenings six
days a week. This Winners and
Losers Chart identifies some of
those people directly and
indirectly affected by the
availability of new and
different food products. Who
do you think are winners and
losers? Who else will be
affected?
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   I’m not sure
about savoury

ice-cream



Ranking tests

This type of test will help you evaluate the

strength of a particular quality of the food.  It is

good for deciding on flavour, colour and

texture. Here is an example.

Which dried fruit gives the sweetest
tasting muesli?

Make three batches of muesli each with the

same amount of a different dried fruit. Set up

your tasting panel like this:

Your results might look like this:

Taster A Taster B Taster C Taster D

1 ▲ 1 ▲ 1 ● 1 ●

2 ● 2 ● 2 ▲ 2 ▲

3 ■ 3 ■ 3 ■ 3 ■

Turn the results- into a chart like this:

1 2 3

  ● ✔✔✔ ✔

  ▲ ✔ ✔✔✔

  ■ ✔✔✔✔

The ticks tell you the rank order- From this

small sample, muesli ●  is thought to be the

most sweet.

Note: the ranking test does not tell you whether

the tasting panel preferred one muesli to

another.  For that you need a preference test.

Difference tests

This type of test is useful for finding out

whether people can tell the difference between

slightly different food products. Here is an

example.

Can people tell the difference between
an ice-cream made with sugar and one
made with artificial sweetener?

Make up two recipes and prepare three

samples of food labelled with symbols:

• sample ▲ made with sugar;

• sample ■   made with artificial sweetener;

• sample ●  made with artificial sweetener.

Samples ■  and ●  are identical.

Give each taster a sheet like the one shown.

You then count up the number who could

tell the difference.

It is probable that the correct answer chosen by

chance is 33.3 per cent or one-third. If more

than one-third of your tasters choose sample ▲

as being different, you need to make more

changes. If fewer than one-third choose sample

▲ as being different then your recipe is

acceptable. This is often called a triangle test.
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Preference tests

This sort of test is used to find out how much a person likes

or dislikes a food. Use a five-point scale of descriptive

words or faces (for young children) to help people describe

how much they like the product. Here is an example.

How much do you like the chocolates?

Set up a tasting panel like this:

Turn the

results into a

chart like

this:

With ten tasters your results might look like this:

▲ 5 4 5 4 4 2 4 3 5 3

● 3 3 5 4 2 1 3 4 2 5

■ 1 1 1 3 2 3 1 2 3 2

Total score Average score Conclusion

  ▲ 39 39/10 = 3.9 disliked moderately

  ● 32 32/10 = 3.2 neither liked nor disliked

  ■ 19 19/10 = 1.9 liked moderately

You can draw a conclusion about how much the tasting panel liked each

sample as shown in the last column of the table. This type of test is called a

hedonic ranking test.
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Evaluation by attribute profile

This method allows you to describe a product in

terms of tasters’ responses to a range of

attributes. You can present the description

visually as an attribute profile,.  Here is an

example showing the response of tasters to the

attributes of a bacon and avocado sandwich.

Tasters are asked to give a score for each of

four attributes. The average scores are shown

here:

Bacon flavour

weak strong

Avocado flavour

weak strong

Appearance of sandwich

weak strong

Texture of bacon and avocado

weak strong

Average attribute scores for brown bread,

bacon and avocado sandwich

The results are displayed as an attribute profile

like this:

Attribute profile for brown bread, bacon

and avocado sandwich

You can use this profile to develop different

products with similar or improved profiles. To do

this, modify these features and test the tasters’

responses to the new product, and present the

results as an attribute profile.

By comparing the two profiles you can decide

whether the modification has improved the

product as far as the tasters are concerned.

You can test a range of modifications in this

way, as shown here.

Attribute profile for white bread, bacon

and avocado sandwich compared with

profile for brown bread, bacon and

avocado sandwich

When white bread is used instead of brown, the

low score for appearance and the resulting

change in the shape of the profile indicates that

the product is less appealing. It is therefore not

worth making this change.

Attribute profile for brown bread, bacon

and avocado sandwich with reduced

bacon compared with profile for brown

bread, bacon and avocado sandwich

By reducing the amount of bacon in the

sandwich the cost can be reduced. Tasters’

response gave an attribute profile almost

identical in shape to the original, so it is worth

making this change.
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Performance testing

Evaluating a product will involve comparing

how well it works with its performance

specification. This is called performance

testing. Here is the specification for a very

basic pasta sauce:

• flavour – spicy, hot, tomato with garlic;

• texture – smooth and viscous, sticking to

and coating the pasta;

• colour – intense, bright red;

• ingredients should be suitable for

vegetarians;

• suitable for microwave and conventional

cooking;

• shelf-life of 3 months in unopened bottle, eat

within 5 days of opening, store in refrigerator

after opening;

• low cost;

• packaged to appeal to young people on low

incomes.

To carry out a performance test you would need

to do the following.

1 Check the flavour – is it really spicy, hot,

tomato with garlic? You can carry out a taste

test yourself or use a tasting panel.

2 Check the texture by seeing how fast it drips

from a spoon and whether it coats pasta.

3 Check the colour either yourself or by asking

others to assess the colour.

4 Check the ingredients, including any cooking

oil used.

5 Cook the sauce both conventionally (heating

in a saucepan) and in a microwave oven.

Compare the results – they should be

identical.

6 It is tricky to test for shelf-life in school, and

you should not try taste tests after storage.

You can check for signs of deterioration by

looking and smelling, but you must take

strict hygiene precautions.

7 Double the cost of the ingredients to take into

account the cost of manufacturing and

distribution. Compare this figure with the price

of a similar shop-bought product. It should be

less if the product is to be low cost.

8 Compare your packaging suggestions against

that used for similar products on sale in the

local supermarket. To be successful your

packaging should be similar so that the type

of product and the price range are easily

identifiable, yet have some distinguishing

features which make it stand out.
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Is it appropriate?

Appropriate technology is suitable technology.

You can use these questions to find out if a

product or technology is appropriate.

• Does it suit the needs of the people who use

it?

• Does it use local materials?

• Does it use local means of production?

• Is it too expensive?

• Does it generate income?

• Does it increase self-reliance?

• Does it use renewable sources of energy?

• Is it culturally acceptable?

• Is it environmentally friendly?

• Is it controlled by users?

It is unlikely that any product or technology will

score highly against all these questions. Many

will seem appropriate in one context and

inappropriate in another. Here is a situation in

which the availability of food products has an

effect on the members of a family.

Emma is 14 years old. She likes to have a
snack before she starts her homework. She
can achieve this in several ways.

1 Eat a bag of chips on the way home from

school.

2 Get herself some toast and jam when she

gets in from school.

3 Toast a pop tart when she gets in from

school.

Each of these situations uses a

different food product. There

are advantages and

disadvantages for each one.

Which do you think is the most

appropriate food product for

Emma? Will the answer always

be the same whatever the

situation?

Emma’s parents both work and don’t get in
until 6.30 p.m. When possible they like to eat
an evening meal with their children – Emma
aged 14, Sally aged 16, Nat aged 19. They
can achieve this in several ways.

1 Ask Emma, Sally and Nat to get a meal

ready for 6.30.

2 Ask Emma, Sally and Nat to prepare the

ingredients for a meal that their parents cook

when they get in at 6.30.

3 Choose something they can prepare and

cook quickly when they get in.

4 Use ready-prepared convenience food that

only requires heating.

5 Buy everyone some hot food on the way

home.

Which food products would you use for each

possibility? How appropriate is the use of these

food products? Which is the best way for the

family to eat together? Will the answer always

be the same whatever the situation?

Remember: whether a product or technology is

appropriate will depend on the situation in

which it is used.
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